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pron. adj.  and adv.  of that  kind,  such, 66;   with
einph. y, tyuthuy (as correl. .of yutliuy\ such, 55 (adj.) ; so,
^ 64 (adv.) ; m. pL nom., with emph. ^, titlty, 92 (adj.).
tezun, to abandon ; past part, m, pi t&l1, 55. '
feidanand, m. pure spirit (feelJi, 1, = Skr. cit) and joy (anantf) ;
sg. dat. &d(inanda$) 6,9
&*£, pron. of the second person, thou, 7 (ter), 13, 44 (his), 595 70,
91 ; with emph. y, &ay, thou alone, 42 (quinquies), 109 (ter).
Sg. dat. **, 13 (to thee, belonging- to thee), 44 (bis), 56,
72 ; abed &e ta we, no distinction between thee and me, 13.
Obsolete form of sg. dat. foye-v.en, distinct (different) from
thee, 13.
sg*. ag. &e golu (modern Ksh. would have fee gohith), thou
destroyedst, 64.
sg. gen. (f. sg. noni.) cyon* iinfh, thought (care) for thee
(objective genitive), 72; (f. sg. dat.) cya&e, K. Pr. 102.
pi. nom. toK1, ye, 91.
&M(jun or &Mfhm, to search, to wander about searching, 3, 48 ;
to search for, seek, 44, 60, 99, 100 ; K. Pr. 46 ; pres. part.
GAddau, 3, 44, 60 ; fa/tad an, 48 ; impve. sg. 2, with suff. 3rd
pers. sg, ace. MSdun, 99, 100 ; K. Pr. 46.
i, m. unrestrained conduct (in modern language used with
reference to a person who, having obtained some post of
authority, acts without self-restraint, and without fear of the
consequences). In L. V. 44 it means the experiencing of
unrestrained rapture ; Mo/i (Jyutum^ I gave (to thee and to
myself) the unrestrained rapture (of perfect union).
andun, to pass over, traverse ; fut. sg. 3, "khand-i^ 26.
conj. 2, to become cut; hence, to be cut away from
a person, to be torn away from ; fut. sg. 3, with suff.
1st pers. sg. dat., and negative Interrogative, ^henem-nd
praJi) will not love (of the world) be cut away from me
(i.e. be torn from my heart), 83.
imnn, to throw, but used in many idiomatic phrases.    Thus,
in K. Pr. 102, no ft fehumin^ to throw (a halter) on to the
neck.    Past part. f. sg., with suff. 2nd pers. sg. ag. and
1st pers. sg. dat. ^Jiun^tham^ thou castedst for me (I.e. In
my presence) (a feminine thing), K. Pr. 102.
iopa,, f. silence, esp. silent meditation ; sg. ag. (Instr.) tftdpt-,
by silent meditation, 2 ; 6kdpi-wantra9\>y the mystic formula
of silence, I.e. the azapd (Skr. ajapa} mantra, which Is not
uttered, but which consists only In a number of exhalations
and inhalations, 40.    Cf. prdn, 2.
k, adj. hidden, concealed, secret, 60.
n^ to winnow (in a sieve) ; hence, met, to throw up into

